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Jailed opposition figure Vladimir Kara-Murza’s lawyers are still being denied access to the
politician almost a week after he was moved to a prison hospital, his wife Evgenia said
Tuesday.

Kara-Murza, 42, was transferred to a prison hospital in the Siberian city of Omsk on July 4. He
has suffered from a nerve condition since falling seriously ill in 2015 and 2017 in what he said
were poisonings orchestrated by Russia’s FSB security service.

Evgenia Kara-Murza said prison officials and hospital staff have denied his lawyers’ requests
to see their client since last Thursday.

“For the sixth day, lawyers are illegally prevented from visiting Vladimir Kara-Murza,” she
wrote on Facebook Tuesday. “He’s incommunicado, his health status is unknown.” 

https://www.facebook.com/evgenia.karamurza/posts/pfbid0c8bPUGELkLoiS2CEub15DYev7P8CPNRv6k18EMA472aax8uCMzA2Qk8eG3LEP3Pbl?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUAqRn8B--NSXXQpoQaYCxlxrdm3suqSCtpM3kTlG660kmS1fizqLrAfCykhLUFSLkA_uuCEreRZaNfHVZ9kzjCbO8sZeAC7ICpQv4nyAFcHq3Id2gpggeud-9-dUp1yVUJ4f9ENSn3hv-RVfqTPQmQBP_DUm6F37sCycoLZjqg4Q7tND5jHEdTUHLLSPlKEI4&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/07/05/jailed-kremlin-critic-kara-murza-transferred-to-prison-hospital-lawyers-denied-access-a85622


Related article: Two Years Behind Bars, Time May Be Running Out to Save Vladimir Kara-
Murza

Kara-Murza, a dual Russian and British citizen, was arrested in April 2022 after he blasted
Russia's invasion of Ukraine and pressed Western countries to impose sanctions against the
Kremlin.

He was sentenced in April 2023 to 25 years in a maximum-security prison on charges of
treason, spreading “false” information about the Russian army and having links to an
“undesirable organization” — one of the longest prison sentences handed down to a Russian
opposition figure in recent years.

Kara-Murza had vocally campaigned against President Vladimir Putin for years and stayed
inside the country to criticize the 2022 military offensive on Ukraine even as Moscow passed a
raft of anti-dissent and military censorship laws.

From behind bars, Kara-Murza has continued to campaign against Putin and urged Moscow
to investigate his claims of having been poisoned.

Fears for his health have grown since fellow Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny died in prison
under unclear circumstances in February.
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